Asymptotic normalization coefficients (ANCs) are fundamental nuclear constants playing important role in nuclear reactions, nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics. In this paper a connection between ANCs and resonance widths of the mirror states is established. Using Pinkston-Satchler equation the ratio for resonance widths and ANCs of mirror nuclei is obtained in terms of the Wronskians from the radial overlap functions and regular solutions of the two-body Schrödinger equation with the short-range interaction excluded. This ratio allows one to use microscopic overlap functions for mirror nuclei in the internal region, where they are the most accurate, to correctly predict the ratio of the resonance widths and ANCs for mirror nuclei, which determine the amplitudes of the tails of the overlap functions. If the microscopic overlap functions are not available one can express the Wronskians for the resonances and mirror bound states in terms of the corresponding mirror two-body potential-model wave functions. A further simplification of the Wronskians ratio leads to the equation for the ratio of the resonance widths and mirror ANCs, which is expressed in terms of the ratio of the two-body Coulomb scattering wave functions at the resonance energy and at the binding energy [N. K. Timofeyuk, R. C. Johnson, and A. M. Mukhamedzhanov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 232501 (2003]. In this paper calculations of the ratios of resonance widths and mirror ANCs for different nuclei are presented. From this ratio one can determine the resonance width if the mirror ANC is known and vice versa. Comparison with available experimental ratios are done.
I. INTRODUCTION
The asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC) is a fundamental nuclear characteristics of bound states [1, 2] playing an important role in nuclear reaction and structure physics. The ANCs determine the normalization of the peripheral part of transfer reaction amplitudes [1, 2] and overall normalization of the peripheral radiative capture processes [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the R-matrix approach the ANC determines the normalization of the external nonresonant radiative capture amplitude and the channel radiative reduced width amplitude [7] [8] [9] . In [10, 11] relationships between mirror proton and neutron ANCs were obtained.
However, the ANCs are important characteristics not only of the bound states but also resonances, see [9] . The width of a narrow resonance can be expressed in terms of the ANC of the Gamow wave function or of the R-matrix resonant outgoing wave. Because the ANC of a narrow resonance state is related to the resonance width of this state the relationship between the ANCs of mirror states [10, 11] can be extended to the relationship between the ANCs of the bound states and resonance widths of the mirror states. The first such attempt was done in [10] . In this paper the relationship between the ANCs and resonance widths is established based on the Pinkston-Satchler equation used in [11] for the ANCs of the mirror bound states. The obtained ratio of the resonance width and the ANC of the mirror bound state is expressed in terms of the ratio of the Wronskians containing the overlap functions of the mirror resonance and bound states in the internal region where these overlap functions can be calculated quite accurately using ab initio approach. If these overlap functions are not available, as an approximation they can be replaced by the mirror resonance and bound state wave functions calculated using the two-body potential model. Assuming that the mirror resonant and bound-state wave functions are identical in the nuclear interior one can replace the Wronskian ratio for the resonance width and the ANC of the mirror bound state by the equation derived in [10] , which does not require a knowledge of the internal resonant and bound-state wave functions.
Connection between the ANC and the resonance width of the mirror resonance state provides a powerful indirect method to obtain information, which is unavailable directly. If, for instance, the resonance width is unknown it can be determined through the known ANC of the mirror state and vice versa. For example, near the edge of the stability valley neutron binding energies become so small, that the mirror proton states are resonances. Using the relationship between the mirror resonance width and the ANC the resonance width can be determined. Also loosely bound states α + A become resonances in the mirror nucleus α + B, where charge Z B e > Z A e. Using the method developed here one can find one of the missing quantities, the resonance width of the narrow resonance state or the mirror ANC. In what follows the system of units in which = c = 1 is used throughout the paper.
A. ANC in the scattering theory and Schrödinger formalism
The ANC enters the theory in two ways [1] . In the scattering theory the residue at the poles of the elastic scattering S matrix corresponding to bound states can be expressed in terms of the ANC: 
Here, C B aA lB jB JB is the ANC for the virtual decay of the bound state B(aA) in the channel with the relative orbital angular momentum l B of a and A, the total angular momentum j B of a and total angular momentum J B of the system a + A, k aA is the relative momentum of particles a and A.
is the Coulomb parameter for the bound state B = (a A), κ aA = √ 2 µ aA ε aA is the bound-state wave number,
is the binding energy for the virtual decay B → a + A, Z i e and m i is the charge and mass of particle i, and µ aA is the reduced mass of a and A. Note that the singling out the factor e i π η bs aA in the residue makes the ANC for bound states real.
Equations (1) and (2), which were proved for the bound states in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , can be extended for resonance states.
II. CONNECTION BETWEEN ANC AND RESONANCE WIDTH
The proof of the connection between the residue in the resonance pole of the elastic scattering S matrix and the ANC of the resonance state is not trivial. In this section is presented a general proof of the connection of the residue in the pole of the S lB (k aA ) matrix element with the ANC , which is valid both for the bound states and resonances. The potential is given by the sum of the short-range nuclear plus the long-range Coulomb potentials. Taking into account that the residue of the elastic scattering S matrix in the resonance pole is expressed in terms of the resonance width, one can obtain a connection between the ANC and the resonance width.
Let me consider two spinless particles a and A with relative momentum k 2 aA = 2 µ aA E aA , relative energy E aA and the reduced mass µ aA in the partial wave l B at which the system B = a + A has a resonance or a bound state. The radial wave function ψ kaAlB (r) = u k aA l B (r) r satisfies the Schrödinger equation in the partial wave l B :
Here
is the short-range nuclear potential and V C (r) is the long-range Coulomb one. For potentials satisfying the condition lim
Now one should take the derivative over k aA from the left-hand-side of Eq. (4), multiply the result by u kaAlB (r) and subtract from it Eq. (4) multiplied by ∂u kaAlB (r)/∂k aA . Integrating the obtained expression from r = 0 until r = R and taking into account Eq. (5) one gets
Taking R so large that u kaAlB (R) can be replaced by its leading asymptotic term one gets
where ρ = k aA R − η aA ln 2k aA R, η aA = (Z a Z A /137)µ aA /k aA is the Coulomb parameter of the a + A system.
is the elastic scattering S-matrix element, δ C lB (k aA ) and δ CN lB (k aA ) are the Coulomb and Coulomb-modified nuclear scattering phase shifts in the l B -th partial wave.C lB does not depend on k aA and can be determined from the normalization condition of the bound or resonance state wave functions.
Assume now that the elastic scattering S lB (k aA )-matrix element has a first order pole at k aA = k p with the residue A lB corresponding to the bound state k p = i κ aA and to the resonance state k p = k aA(R) = k aA (0) − Imk aA (R) , where k aA (0) = Rek aA (R) :
g lB (k aA ) is a regular function at k aA = k p . Substituting Eqs (7) and (9) into the right-hand-side of Eq. (6) and performing the differentiation over k aA and R and taking k aA = k p one gets
On the left-hand-side under the integral sign we have the function u 2 kplB (r), which is regular at r = 0 (see Eq. (5) and satisfies the radiation condition:
Here R N is the a − A nuclear interaction radius. For the bound state k p = i κ aA and
For the resonance state k p = k aA(R) and u k aA(R) lB (r) is the resonance Gamow wave function with the resonance energy E aA(R) :
Here, η
the a − A Coulomb parmeter of the resonance. For the resonancẽ
Thus one can use two equivalent definitions of the ANC, which differ by a factor of e −π η R aA /2 for the resonance state. Formally, one can use two definitions of the ANC for the bound states:
However, the C lB , which is real for the bound states, is the standard definition of the ANC for the bound states and will be used in this paper for the bound states. Also the following definitions are used:
For the bound states the asymptotic of the bound state wave is exponentially decaying and the bound-state wave function can be normalized. For the resonance state the Gamow wave function asymptotically oscillates and exponentially increasing. To normalize the Gamow wave function one can use Zeldovich regularization procedure [16] which is a particular case of the more general Abel regularization:
For the bound state one can take under the integral sign β = 0 and obtain the usual normalization procedure. For the resonance state one can take the limit β → 0 only after performing the integration over t. Note that Zel'dovich normalization was introduced for exponentially decaying potentials. In Appendix A is shown that Zel'dovich regularization procedure works even for the Coulomb potentials.
For any finite R one can rewrite Eq. (17) as
Assume that R is so large that one can use the asymptotic expression (11) and Eq. (A.5) of Appendix. It leads to
Comparing Eqs (10) and (19) one arrives to the final equation, which expresses the residue in the pole of the elastic scattering S-matrix in terms of the ANC:
Equation (20) is universal and valid for bound state poles and resonances. In terms of the standard ANC C lB the residue in the resonance pole is
and for the bound state is given by Eq. (2). Now it will be shown how to relate the ANCC lB to the resonance width Γ aA . To this end one can write
where δ pot lB is the non-resonant scattering phase shift. At k p = k aA(R) and at k aA → k aA(R)
. Equation (23) expresses the residue of the S-matrix elastic scattering element in terms of the resonance energy and the resonance width for broad resonances.
Recovering now all the quantum numbers one gets for a narrow resonance (γ << 1) up to terms of order ∼ γ C B aA lB jB JB
where Γ aA lB jB JB is the resonance width, δ p lB jB JB (k 0 aA ) is the potential (non-resonance) scattering phase shift at the real resonance relative momentum k aA (0) . This equation is my desired equation, which relates the ANC of the narrow resonance to the resonance width.
The residue in the resonance pole with recovered all the quantum numbers is
For the Breit-Wigner resonance (Imk aA (R) << Rek aA (R) = k aA (0) ) Eq. (25) takes the form
where
. In terms of the resonance width the residue of the elastic scattering S-matrix element in the resonance pole is
III. ANCS AND THE OVERLAP FUNCTIONS
Equations obtained in the previous section, which express the residues of the S-matrix elastic element in terms of the ANCs of the bound states and resonances, provide the most general and model-independent definition of the ANCs. From other side, in the Schrödinger formalism of the wave functions the ANC is defined as the amplitude of the tail of the overlap function of the bound state wave functions of B, A and a. The overlap function is given by
is the two-body a + A channel wave function in the jj coupling scheme, < j 1 m 1 j 2 m 2 |j m > is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, A aA is the antisymmetrization operator between the nucleons of nuclei a and A; ϕ i (ξ i ) represents the fully antisymmetrized bound state wave function of nucleus i with ξ i being a set of the internal coordinates including spin-isospin variables, J i and M i are the spin and its projection of nucleus i. Also r aA is the radius vector connecting the centers of mass of nuclei a and A,r aA = r aA /r aA , Y lB m l B (r Aa ) is the spherical harmonics, and I aA lB jB JB (r Aa ) is the radial overlap function. The summation over l B and j B is carried out over the values allowed by the angular momentum and parity conservation in the virtual process B → A + a.
The radial overlap function is given by
Eq. (30) follows from a trivial observation that, because ϕ B is fully antisymmetrized, the antisymmetrization operator A aA can be replaced by the factor A a 1 2 . In what follows, in contrast to Blokhintsev et al (1977) , we absorb this factor into the radial overlap function. The tail of the radial overlap function (r aA > R aA ) in the case of the normal asymptotic behavior is given by
Formally the radial resonance overlap function for the Breit-Wigner resonance in the external region (r aA > R aA ) can be obtained from Eq. (31) by the substitution κ aA = −i k aA (0) :
In the R-matrix approach the resonant wave function is considered at the real part of the resonance energy E aA (0) . The overlap function of the Breit-Wigner resonance state is given by
Here, I aA lB jB JB (k aA(0) , r aA ) at r aA > R aA for the Breit-Wigner resonance is determined by
F lB (k aA , r aA ) and G lB (k aA , r aA ) are the regular and singular Coulomb solutions. Note that in the R-matrix method the potential scattering phase shift is given by the hard-sphere scattering phase shift −δ hs lB .
IV. CONNECTION BETWEEN BREIT-WIGNER RESONANCE WIDTH AND ANC OF MIRROR RESONANCE AND BOUND STATES FROM PINKSTON-SATCHLER EQUATION
In [11] the relationship between the mirror proton and neutron ANCs was derived using the Pinkston-Satchler equation [18, 19] . Here I extend this derivation to obtain the ratio for the resonance width and the ANC of the mirror bound state in terms of the Wronskians, which follows from the Pinkston-Satchler equation.
First, using the Pinkston-Satchler equation I derive the equation for the ANC of the narrow resonance state, which contains the source term [6, 20] . This derivation is valid for both bound and resonance state. That is why following [11] I start from the Schrödinger equation for the resonance scattering wave function at the real part E aA(0) of the resonance energy :
Here, T i is the internal motion kinetic energy operator of nucleus i, T aA is the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion of nuclei a and A, V i is the internal potential of nucleus i and V aA is the interaction potential between a and A, E (0) = E aA(0) − ε a − ε A is the total energy of the system a + A in the continuum. Multiplying the Schrödinger equation (37) from the left by
I get the equation for the radial overlap function with the source term [20] 
where at r aA > R aA the radial overlap function I B aA lB jB JB (r aA ) is given by Eq. (35). AlsoT raA is the radial relative kinetic energy operator of the particles a and A, V centr lB is the centrifugal barrier for the relative motion of a and A with the orbital momentum l B ; Q lB jB JaJAJB (r aA ) is the source term
The integration in the matrix element
out over all the internal coordinates of nuclei a and A. Note that the antisymmetrization operatorÂ aA in Eq. (38) is replaced by A a 1/2 because the operator 
The partial Coulomb two-body Green function is given by [21] G C lB (r aA , r
σ C lB is the Coulomb scattering phase shift. Also
are the Jost solutions (singular at the origin r aA = 0),
are the Jost functions. Now it is convenient to introduce the modified Coulomb wave functioñ
which will be used from now on instead of ϕ C lB (k aA , r aA ). The asymptotic behavior of the overlap function in (41) is correct because it is governed by the Green function:
Replacing the left-hand-side of this equation by Eq. (32) one gets the expression of the ANC or the resonance width in terms of the source term:
This equation provides the ANC or resonance width of the narrow resonance, which may depend on the channel radius R aA . Here I am interested in the ratio of the ANC of the resonance state and the ANC of the mirror bound state. Below will be checked the sensitivity of this ratio to the variation of the channel radius.
A. ANC in terms of Wronskian
The advantage of Eq. (49) is that to calculate the ANC one needs to know the overlap function only in the nuclear interior where the ab initio methods like the no-core-shell-model [22] [23] [24] , and the coupled-cluster method [25] are more accurate than in the external region. Now we transform the radial integral in Eq. (49) into the Wronskian at r aA = R aA . The philosophy of this transformation is the same as in the surface integral formalism [5, 11] .
First, let us rewrite
and take into account equations
and
whereT raA is the radial kinetic energy operator. Then we get
Taking into account that
we arrive at the final expression for the ANC of the resonance state in terms of the Wronskian:
where the Wronskian
We know that the Wronskian calculated for two independent solutions of the Schrödinger equation is a constant [21] . Because the radial overlap function I aA lB jB JB (k aA(0) , r aA ) is not a solution of the Schrödinger equation in the nuclear interior, the Wronskian and, hence, the ANC determined by Eq. (55) depend on the channel radius R aA , if it is not too large. However, if the adopted channel radius is large enough, we can replace the radial overlap function by its asymptotic term, see Eq. (32), proportional to the Whittaker function, which determines the radial shape of the asymptotic radial overlap function. This Whittaker function is a singular solution of the radial Schrödinger equation.φ 
Hence Eq. (55) at large R aA , as expected, turns into identity and the proof of it is an additional test that Eq. (55) is correct. However my idea is to use Eq. (55) at R aA , which doesn't exceed the radius of nucleus B = (aA). In the nuclear interior the contemporary microscopic models can provide quite accurate overlap functions. The ANC calculated using Eq. (55) may depend on the adopted channel radius R aA but the sensitivity to the variation of the channel radius of the ratio of the ANCs of the resonance and mirror bound state is significantly weaker than that of the individual ANCs (or, equivalently, of the resonance width and the ANC) of the mirror states. This ratio of the ANCs of the resonance B 1 = (a 1 A 1 ) and the mirror bound state B 2 = (a 2 A 2 ) is given by:
Because B 1 and B 2 are mirror nuclei, the quantum numbers in both nuclei are the same. We also assume that the channel radius R ch is the same for both mirror nuclei. Taking into account Eq. (49) we get for the ratio of the resonance width and the bound state ANC for mirror states:
where E a1A1(0) and µ aA are expressed in MeV. Thus the ratio of the resonance width and the square of the ANC of the mirror state is expressed in terms of the ratio of the resonant and bound states Wronskians. Equation (59) allows one to determine the resonance width if the ANC of the mirror bound state is known and vice versa.
To calculate the ratio
) 2 one needs the microscopic radial overlap functions. If these radial overlap functions are not available then one can use a standard approximation for the overlap functions:
where S a1A1 and S a2A2 are the spectroscopic factors of the mirror resonance and bound states (a 1 A 1 ) and (a 2 A 2 ), respectively. ϕ a1A1 lB jB JB (k a1A1(0) , r a1A1 ) is a real internal resonant wave function calculated in the two-body model (a 1 A 1 ) using some phenomenological potential, for example, Woods-Saxon one, which supports the resonance state under consideration. ϕ a2A2 lB jB JB (κ a2A2 , r a2A2 ) is the two-body bound-state wave function of the bound state (a 2 A 2 ), which is also calculated using the same nuclear potential as the mirror resonance state. If the mirror symmetry holds then S a1A1 ≈ S a2A2 and we get an approximated
) 2 ratio in terms of the Wronskians, which does not contain the overlap functions:
Meantime in [10] another expression for the mirror nucleon ANCs ratio was obtained which provides the easiest way to determine
2 . I will show here a simple way of the derivation of the ratio [10] . First, as it was pointed out in [10] , in the nuclear interior the Coulomb interaction varies very little in the vicinity of R ch and its effect leads only to shifting of the binding energy of the bound state to the continuum. Hence, it can be assumed thatφ C lB (k a1A1(0) , r a1A1 ) andφ C lB (κ a2A2 r a2A2 ) behave similarly near R ch except for the overall normalization, that isφ
Neglecting further the difference between the mirror wave functions ϕ a1A1 lB jB JB (k a1A1(0) , r a1A1 ) and ϕ a2A2 lB jB JB (κ a2A2 , r a2A2 ) in the nuclear interior we obtain the approximate expression for
) 2 from [10] (in the notations of the current paper):
In descending accuracy I can rank Eq. (59) as the most accurate, then Eq. (64). Taking into account that the microscopic overlap functions (calculated in the no-core-shell-model [22] [23] [24] or oscillator shell-model [26] ) are accurate in the nuclear interior, using Eq (59) one can determine the ratio
) 2 quite accurately. Then follows Eq. (62) and finally Eq. (65). Note that Eq. (65) is valid only in the region where the mirror resonant and bound state wave functions do coincide or very close. The advantage of this equation is that it allows one to calculate the ratio without using the mirror wave functions and extremely simple to use.
Because for the cases under consideration the internal microscopic resonance wave functions are not available, in this paper the
) 2 ratio is calculated using Eqs (62) and (65). It allows one to determine the accuracy of both equations.
Note that the dimension of the ratio
) 2 is determined by the ratio
. To make it dimensionless I assume that the reduced mass µ a1A1 and the real part of the resonance energy E a1A1(0) are expressed in MeV.
V. COMPARISON OF RESONANCE WIDTHS AND ANCS OF MIRROR STATES
In this section a few examples of the application of Eqs. (62) and (65) are presented. To simplify the notations from now on the quantum numbers in the notations for the resonance width and the ANC are dropped and just use simplified notations, Γ a1A1 and C a2 A2 . Equation (62) gives Γ a1A1 /(C a2 A2 ) 2 in terms of the ratio of the Wronskians and provides an exact value for given two-body mirror resonant and bound-state wave functions. Equation (65) gives the Γ a1A1 /(C a2 A2 )
2 ratio in terms of the Coulomb scattering wave functions at the real resonance momentum k a1A1(0) and the imaginary momentum of the bound state i κ a2A2 at the channel radius R ch . Hence, to determine the ratio Γ a1A1 /(C a2 A2 ) 2 using Eq. (65) one does not need to know the mirror resonant and bound-state wave functions. However, to use this equation one should check whether the mirror wave functions are close.
A. Comparison of resonance width for
13 N(2s 1/2 ) → 12 C(0.0 MeV) + p and mirror ANC for virtual decay 13 C(2s 1/2 ) → 12 C(0.0 MeV) + n I begin from the analysis of the isobaric analogue states 2s 1/2 in the mirror nuclei 13 N and 13 C. The resonance energy of 13 N(2s 1/2 ) is E p 12 C(0) = 0.421 MeV with the resonance width of Γ p 12 C = 0.0317 ± 0.0008 MeV [27] . The neutron binding energy of the mirror state 13 C(2s 1/2 ) is ε n 12 C = 1.8574 MeV with the experimental ANC C 2 n 12 C = 3.65 fm −1 [28, 29] . The experimental ratio Γ p 12 C /(C n 12 C ) 2 = (4.40 ± 0.57) × 10 −5 allows us to check the accuracy of both used equations. Because the dimension of the bound-state ANC is fm −1/2 to get the dimensionless ratio I calculated Fig. 1 are shown the radial wave functions of the mirror states. Following the R-matrix procedure, both wave and (n 12 C) 2s
systems. In Fig. 2 are shown the
2 ratios, which are calculated using Eqs (62) and (65). These calculated ratios are compared with the experimental one. We see that the calculations exceed the experimental value. The Γ p 12 C (C n 12 C ) 2 ratio calculated using the simplified Eq. (65) shows the R ch dependence and is equal to 10.13 × 10 −5 at the peak at R ch = 5.22 fm. Equation (62) provides the
2 ratio in terms of the ratio of the Wronskians. Each Wronskian contains the two-body wave function and its radial derivative of the system (N 12 C) 2s
, N = p, n. Each two-body wave function has one node at r ≈ 2.13 fm and a minimum at r ≈ 4.0 fm. . Hence, at some point r the Wronskian in the denominator of Eq. (62) vanishes causing a discontinuity in the ratio
2 . I assume that in the nuclear interior the mirror two-body wave functions are correct (as it should be for the mirror microscopic overlap functions) and calculate the ratio at E ch ≥ 4 fm. At r = 4 fm
−5 while the correct value of this ratio obtained at large R ch is 9.8 × 10 −5 , which is close to the peak value of the ratio obtained using Eq. (65).
Both used equations provide the values of the
2 ratio, which exceed the experimental one. It means that more accurate internal overlap functions are required and the two-body wave functions used here demonstrate the accuracy of the Wronskian method. However, there is another important conclusion: the simple Eq. (65) in the peak gives the same result as the asymptotic ratio given by Eq. (62). [27]. The neutron binding energy of the mirror state 13 C(1d 5/2 ) is ε n 12 C = 1.09635 MeV with the experimental ANC C 2 n 12 C = 0.0225 fm −1 [28] . The experimental ratio is Γ p 12 C /C 2 n 12 C = (1.1 ± 0.2) × 10 −2 . In Fig. 3 are shown the radial wave functions of the mirror states. Following the R-matrix procedure, both wave functions are normalized to unity over the internal volume with the radius R ch = 3 fm. We see that the mirror wave functions are very close at distances r ≤ 4 fm what confirms the mirror symmetry of (p 12 C) 1d
and (n 12 C) 1d
systems. In Fig. 4 are shown the ); the red dashed-dotted-dotted line and the red dashed-dotted lines are the low and upper limits of this experimental ratio; the green dotted line is the adopted experimental value of the ratio
; the solid red line is the
(C n 12 C ) 2 ratio as a function of R ch calculated using Eq. (62); the blue dotted line is the
ratio calculated as a function of R ch using Eq. (65). The last case, which I consider, is the determination of the ratio [30] . Taking into account that the α − 13 C threshold is located at 6359.2 keV one finds that this 1/2 + level is the located at E α 13 C = −3 ± 8 keV, that is, it can be a subthreshold bound state or a resonance [30] . This location of the level 17 O(1/2 + ) was adopted in the previous analyses of the direct measurements including the latest one in [31] . If this level is the subthreshold bound state, then its reduced width is related to the ANC of this level. However, in a recent paper [32] it has been determined that this level is actually a resonance located at E α 13 C = 4.7 ± 3 keV. Because the possible subthreshold state and near threshold resonance are located very close to each other the reduced widths corresponding to these two levels are very close. Here in the analysis I still assume that 17 O(1/2 + ) is the bound state with the binding energy of −3 keV. I adopt the ANC of this subthreshold state C 2 α 13 C = 4.4 × 10 169 fm −1 [33] . The calculated mirror resonance and bound state wave functions are shown in Fig. 9 . Both wave functions practically identical up to R ch ≤ 15 fm.
In Fig. 10 the 
VI. APPENDIX
In this Appendix is shown that Zeldovich regularization procedure can be used for normalization of the resonance wave function u kplB (r) both for exponentially decaying potentials and potentials with the Coulomb tail. The normalization of the resonance wave function depends on its tail. Taking into account Eq. (13) it is enough to consider the 
where D σ (x) is the parabolic cylinder function. For Rez 2 < 0 using Eq. 
Thus the regularization procedure used by Zeldovich is applicable and for the physical resonances k aA(0) > Imk aA(R) the integral in Eq. (66) does exist and converges in the lim β → +0 . 
